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ABSTRACT
The recent influx of tattoos has been accompanied by a rise in demand for tattoo
removals. Due to the recent success of ultrasound as a noninvasive alternative for
multiple medical therapies, the feasibility of ultrasound-mediated tattoo removals will be
investigated in this thesis.
During tattoo applications, dermal cells consume and store tattoo particles in vacuoles in
the same manner fat cells store lipids. It is therefore assumed that tattooed cells adopt an
"effective density" analogous to the way fat cells develop a lower density. Using this
change in mechanical property, the hypothesis is that focused, high frequency ultrasound
can target tattooed cells. These cells may be selectively disrupted based on differences in
mechanical and acoustic properties between healthy and tattooed cells. As no previous
studies have investigated the ultrasound effects or mechanical properties of particle-filled
cells, a preliminary model of crudely simulated tattooed cells is designed treating each
cell as a homogenous structure. Microspheres of various materials are used to represent
and generate a range of density and elasticity that capture these effective properties.
This thesis applies this preliminary model to a pilot study examining the interactions of
ultrasound with glass and polystyrene microspheres. Microspheres were suspended in
agar gel samples to simulate tattooed cells. Each gel sample underwent a series of
ultrasound treatments. Two sets of experiments were conducted for each microsphere
type testing the variables of intensity, pulse length, and microsphere size. The ultrasound
treatments were limited to a maximum frequency of 10MHz and intensity of 25.6W/cm 2
due to the ultrasound equipment used. After each set of treatments, the agar was cut into
1 mm slices and treated microspheres were examined under the microscope.
The results in both experiments showed mechanical disruption of the tested microspheres
with a particle size threshold. Furthermore, damage to glass beads exhibited a greater
dependency on pulse length while polystyrene beads showed a greater sensitivity to
intensity. The disruption of the treated microspheres demonstrates ultrasound's ability to
affect microspheres in a primitive simulation of tattooed cells and ink particles.
Thesis Supervisor: Roger D. Kamm
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Biological Engineering
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ULTRASOUND:
AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION FOR
REMOVING TATTOOS
INTRODUCTION
Tattoos are rapidly growing in popularity, particularly in younger generations.
From tribal patterns and Asian characters to the recently introduced fluorescent colored
tattoos, tattoos have become a bold fashion statement. But trends can die quickly and
people often overlook the permanence of a tattoo when first receiving one. The observed
increase in the tattooed population has been accompanied by a respective rise in demand
for their removal. Yet, as more tattoo removal procedures are carried out, both doctors
and patients are discovering that tattoos are often difficult to remove.
The current primary method of removing tattoos is laser treatments. A laser is set
at a specific wavelength absorbed by a specific color in a tattoo." 2, 3 Rapid heating by the
laser's energy destroys both the ink and the ink-containing cells, releasing and removing
the tattoo ink particles.2 A very brief (nanoseconds) pulse is used, mechanically
dispersing the tattoo ink. The released ink particles are then partially transported to
regional lymph nodes while the remaining ink is phagocytosed by dermal cells. Laser
treatments are then repeated until all ink particles are eventually removed.
However, the laser treatment process exhibits three critical setbacks. Laser
treatment is an extremely painful procedure that often inflicts scarring and hyper- or
hypo-pigmentation of varying degrees on both a temporary and permanent basis. 4 It is
also an exceedingly expensive procedure for both the physician to provide and for
patients to undergo. Furthermore, laser treatments are a "color-dependent" process. This
color-dependency imposes major limitations in removing tattoos. 1, 2, 3,5 It not only
requires numerous treatments in order to target multi-colored tattoos, but it also makes it
near impossible to remove every single shade and color exhibited in a tattoo. These
limitations in time, money, and technology have resulted in only partial removals of
tattoos leaving a blurred but still permanent image of the initial dermal art design.
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In order to find a more effective means of removing tattoos, this thesis explores
the feasibility of using ultrasound as an alternative method for removing tattoos.
Ultrasound shows the potential to provide a more cost-efficient and noninvasive means of
removing tattoos. In addition, it may also demonstrate the capabilities of targeting tattoo
ink particles based on mechanical and acoustic properties instead of color.
BACKGROUND
Structure of Tattoos
Tattoo inks are suspensions of insoluble, colored microparticles ranging from
about 0.1 - 10 microns in diameter. The stability and permanence tattoos exhibit are due
to the nature of tattoo applications. The skin is composed of primarily three layers:
stratum corneum, epidermis, and dermis. The tattoo needles puncture through all three
layers of the skin, depositing the tattoo ink in the dermis, the third and deepest layer. The
cells in the dermis consume these ink particles through phagocytosis. This process is
continued until all ink-particles have been ingested by either fibroblasts or macrophages.
1,2,3
Although some macrophages are successful in removing the tattoo ink particles
from the dermis, other cells, primarily fibroblast, are not. Instead, these particle-
containing cells appear to become immobilized within the connective tissue. Studies
conducted in mice have shown that after ingestion of India Ink or polystyrene latex
microspheres, fibroblasts are severely handicapped in movement and appear to almost be
fixed within the connective tissue 42, 43. Furthermore, due to the insolubility of tattoo ink,
the cells are unable to break down the ink particles. As a result, the cells inability to break
down these ink particles as well as their immobilization within the dermis provides the
tattoo its resilience and enduring lifespan. 1,2,3,42,43
Current Tattoo Removal Methods
In order to remove a tattoo, the ink particles within the dermis cells must be
removed. Previous methods used excision, dermabrasion, and salabrasion to remove the
tattoo. Each method consisted of physically cutting or sanding away the layers of skin
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containing the tattoo ink. These methods often resulted in only partial removal of the
tattoo in addition to significant scarring and increased probability of infections. 5' 6
The most effective method currently practiced is laser treatments. There are three
key features necessary for a successful laser treatment. The first is wavelength, which is
determined based on three parameters. It must be able to penetrate a specific depth within
the skin and still have enough energy to affect the tissue. The wavelength must also be
complimentary to the color of the targeted ink particle, making the laser treatment "color-
sensitive." Furthermore, the wavelength must also be chosen keeping in mind that
hemoglobin and melanin, pigments found within the skin, are sensitive to specific ranges
of wavelengths as well. As a result of these three parameters, longer wavelengths are
generally used to penetrate and target the tattooed cells in order to avoid or minimize
damage to skin pigmentation. 4
The second key feature is the pulse duration of the laser treatment. Extended laser
exposure to the skin can result in nonspecific thermal damage. The heat and energy of the
applied laser can potentially diffuse to tissue surrounding the targeted cells. In turn,
neighboring healthy cells are damaged by the excessive exposure to such intense energy.
As a result, short pulses are favored in order to achieve spatial confinement of the laser
energy.' Finally, it is necessary to deliver sufficient energy density with the laser pulse, to
cause mechanical disruption of the ink particles and the cell containing them.
Ideally, using the appropriate wavelength and pulse duration, a tattoo can be
successfully removed with laser surgery. In practice, however, laser treatments exhibit
multiple complications for both the surgeon and the patient. The three primary areas of
concern are the abrasive nature of the treatment process, the costs of both providing and
receiving laser treatments, and the color-dependency of laser treatments. ' 6
Laser treatments are an extremely painful process. The intensity of the laser often
burns the skin causing the skin to bubble and blister, a reaction referred to as "tissue
splatter." The wavelength used in the treatment can also disrupt the skin's pigments
causing hyper- or hypo-pigmentation in the targeted area. Both side-effects have been
observed at both a temporary and permanent level. l 3
The cost of laser treatments is a second taxing aspect of tattoo removals. The
monetary burden of removing tattoos is carried by both physician and patient. In order to
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provide the laser treatment process, a clinic requires at least three different lasers in order
to target the broad range of colors observed in tattoos. The cost of a single laser is
usually$40,000 - $100,000. The need for multiple lasers and, furthermore, the
maintenance of each laser dramatically increases the costs of providing the tattoo removal
service. 3
In order to receive laser treatments, patients must also pay a very high price. Each
laser treatment costs roughly $200-$500 depending on the size, color, and complexity of
the tattoo.3 Because of the intensity of the laser, multiple treatments are required in order
to minimize the pain and potential for scarring in a single sitting. As a result, patients
will, on average, undergo six to twelve treatments to remove a tattoo the size of a quarter.
Multi-colored tattoos require additional treatments from different lasers which further
aggravate the total costs of removing a tattoo. Moreover, only about 50% of tattoos are
actually successfully removed by a series of laser treatments. 3
The color-dependency of laser treatments is a third major setback in the tattoo
removal process. Because each laser can only generate a specific range of wavelengths,
multi-colored tattoos require multiple lasers which in turn necessitate multiple
treatments.' Furthermore, the color-dependency of lasers imposes the additional
challenge of matching the targeted tattoo color to a specific wavelength. It is extremely
difficult to find a perfect match between a wavelength and the various shades available
for each color used in the tattoo industry.2 Consequently, more often than not, a partially
blurred image of the tattoo remains even after multiple laser treatments.
Ultrasound Applications
Previous applications of ultrasound have made it a potential solution to these three
critical concerns in the current tattoo removal process. Ultrasound is sound waves that are
above an approximate frequency of 20,000 hertz (Hz).7 These sound waves are applied
to a medium, such as the skin, and the energy is transferred through the medium and to
the objects the sound waves contact. Ultrasound is currently divided into three categories
of low-frequency (18-100kHz), medium-frequency (0.1 - 3.0MHz), and high-frequency
ultrasound (3 - 1 OMHz).8 Each form of ultrasound has found new therapeutic and
diagnostic roles within the medical world. Among a few of its primary treatments include
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lithotripsy, cataract emulsification, liposuction, cancer therapy, imaging, and drug
delivery. 8, 9 The use of ultrasound exhibits three primary effects that has made it such a
useful and versatile treatment that still holds much more potential for future medical
needs.
It has been observed through a number of experiments and simulations that
ultrasound generates a cavitation effect. The longitudinal sound waves of ultrasound
cause the treated medium to expand and contract creating pressure variations within the
medium. When sufficient, tensile low pressure variations generate cavitations which are
observed as gaseous bubbles within the tissue. 8, 10, 11, 12 Air pockets within tissue can also
be affected by the ultrasound and undergo cavitational effects.8 The generated bubbles
then oscillate, growing and collapsing, and disturbing its immediate surroundings.
Transdermal drug delivery has utilized low-frequency ultrasound and its cavitational
effects in order to deliver drugs, such as insulin8, through the surface of the skin. The
oscillation of the cavitation bubbles disorganizes the lipid bilayer of the skin creating
small hydrophillic channels within the stratum corneum. This cavitation therefore
increases skin permeability allowing the applied drug to deposit itself within the skin and
to be absorbed by the capillaries near the surface of the skin.'° 13
The cavitation effect has also been used in gene therapy where genes are
incorporated into microbubbles. These microbubbles are administered into the body's
system. The ultrasound is then set within parameters to target the microbubbles while still
remaining within range in order to not affect the healthy tissue. The sound waves are
applied to the area of interest and the energy of the sound waves burst the microbubbles
through cavitation, releasing the therapeutic agent to the area of interest. Ultrasound
provides a major advantage in drug delivery because it is a noninvasive method that also
increases the effectiveness of the delivered therapeutic agent. 13
The energy transmitted by ultrasound has also been observed to heat the treated
medium, often referred to as the thermal effect. This resultant thermal effect has been
utilized in deep tissue treatments, including the destruction of tumors. The ultrasound is
focused to target the tumor at its specific depth within the body, and to ablate the tumor
while minimizing damage inflicted upon surrounding tissue. Again, a major advantage of
ultrasound is it ability to select its target tissue and to treat it in a noninvasive nature. 10, 14
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A third effect induced by ultrasound is known as acoustic streaming. Limited
work has been conducted on the mechanism and effects of acoustic streaming. Acoustic
streaming is believed to be the result of ultrasound reflections and other disturbances in
the pathway of the sound wave. Thus far, primary usage of this third effect has been in
distinguishing cystic and solid lesions within breasts. It has also been used to allow
physicians to differentiate blood clots from liquid blood. In general, acoustic streaming is
most beneficial when the treated medium exhibits a difference in acoustic impedance
(resistance to sound wave diffusion) than that of its surroundings. 8
These three biological effects position ultrasound as a favorable alternative to
laser treatments for tattoo removals. It not only shows the potential to be a less abrasive
method, but its ability to select specific tissue would also allow ultrasound to function in
a "color-blind" manner when treating the tattoo. Ideally, the ultrasound will target the
tattoo ink particles based on the mechanical properties of the particle, rather than on its
color. In doing so, it would also allow physicians to target all tattoo ink particles at once
rather than dividing the overall treatment into multiple segments.
Ultrasound Parameters
Studies in the previous applications of ultrasound have also demonstrated the
boundaries of its capabilities. Primarily, three key parameters of ultrasound - frequency,
intensity, and exposure time, play influential roles in the performance and efficacy of
ultrasound-mediated therapies.
The usage and manipulation of ultrasound's extensive range of frequencies has
allowed it to enter numerous fields within the medical industry. Low-frequency
ultrasound is primarily used in transdermal drug delivery. This is due to its ability to
generate optimal levels of cavitation to increase skin permeability. 8' 15 Although past
studies have shown that high-frequency ultrasound can further improve skin
,t16,permeability 6 , most current studies support that low frequencies promote greater
cavitation, thus enhancing transdermal drug delivery. 23 In order to verify these initial
inconsistencies, studies have been conducted comparing the performance of low,
medium, and high-frequency ultrasound in transdermal drug delivery. A study comparing
the medium and high-frequency ultrasound showed that there were no significant
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differences in either induced levels of enhancement. Additional research made a direct
comparison between low and high-frequency ultrasound. Ultrasound at 20kHz and
10 OMHz were used to treat a medium and it was observed that the low-frequency
treatment dramatically improved transdermal transport. As a result of these observations,
research has concluded that frequency is inversely proportional with cavitation. 8, 19, 23
High frequency ultrasound has, instead, been invested in medical imaging. In
ultrasound imaging, sound waves are transmitted through the area of interest. These
sound waves are then reflected back when hitting boundaries between tissues, such as
fluid and soft tissue. These reflections are collected to generate an image. The high
frequencies that are available with ultrasound allow it to target smaller structures within
the body generating a higher resolution image. High-frequency ultrasound therefore
becomes a favorable alternative to other treatments, such as radiation, because it not only
provides a better quality image but also in a noninvasive manner. 7' 18
High-frequency ultrasound is also used in physical therapy. Often, patients
experience a common side effect where the area of ultrasound treatment becomes slightly
warmer than the untreated areas. This is because frequency directly affects the absorption
coefficient of the affected medium.8 As frequency increases, the tissue's absorption
coefficient increases as well, resulting in a temperature increase from increase in energy
absorption.20
Another critical variable is the intensity of the applied ultrasound. Ultrasound has
been found to have a positive correlation with both cavitation and thermal effects in the
treated tissue. Previous studies have shown that an increase in intensity increases the
level of cavitation. 8' 15, 23 Although this may provide a favorable option to optimize
cavitation in transdermal drug delivery, most therapies use relatively low levels of
intensity in order to minimize any thermal effects on surrounding tissue. 8 As the intensity
of the ultrasound increases, more energy is available for the medium to absorb which
generate greater risks of thermal damage to the cells.2 1 23 A study was conducted
examining the effects on macrophages as the power level of the applied ultrasound
progressively increased. The results indicated that cell death increased correspondingly
with increasing power levels.24 Furthermore, the effects of skin permeability also begins
to decrease after reaching an intensity of 21.9W/cm2 or more.' 5
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An exception to these low-intensity therapies is focused ultrasound surgery,
where the ultrasound energy targets a particular depth in the treated medium. 4 22 These
procedures utilize intensity levels ranging from 10 - 50W. The primary objective of
focused ultrasound surgery is to ablate specific unwanted tissue, such as tumors. The
focused, high-intensity ultrasound allows it to destroy a tumor at a given depth in order to
minimize damage to surrounding healthy cells. 14, 22
A third parameter that directly influences the effects of intensity is the ultrasound
exposure time. The exposure time determines the full extent of thermal effects in the
treated area. Because an increase in application period increases the temperature of the
treated area, in general a shorter exposure time is preferred in order to maintain spatial
confinement of the thermal effect.8 Both high intensity and prolonged exposure generate
dramatic results. In a study where pig skin was treated with ultrasound frequency at
20kHz and intensity atl4.4W/cm 2 or greater, a temperature increase of more than 37 °C
was observed within the first 10 minutes of application.' 5 In another study where
ultrasound was applied to rabbit thighs, a frequency of 1.5MHz and an intensity of 26W
with a single pulse time of 20s resulted in a total temperature change of 57°C, increasing
from 36 °C to 93 °C. 25 Considering that the average skin temperature is 37 °C 2 6 , both of
these studies illustrate how quickly and easily the intensity setting of ultrasound can
double the temperature of the skin. Furthermore, both of these studies were conducted
under low or medium-frequency levels. It is possible that under high-frequency levels,
the temperature increase could have been further exaggerated. This is a primary concern,
particularly for this thesis, because skin lipids undergo a phase transition when reaching
temperatures of 40 °C or greater. 15
The choice of both exposure time and the applied intensity must take into account
the degree of thermal buildup during the ultrasound treatment. This is necessary because
even after ultrasound has been turned off, the heat generated during the treatment may
still reside and dissipate to surrounding healthy cells. 14,22, 25 Properties of the treated tissue
that are responsible for this effect include the absorption coefficient, thermal
conductivity, and perfusion rate.33 The absorption coefficient reflects how easily the
tissue will absorb ultrasound energy and develop thermal buildup. The thermal
conductivity and perfusion rate indicate the degree of heat transfer through both the
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targeted and neighboring tissue. Such a phenomenon can be observed in Figure 1. In
order to minimize unnecessary treatment to healthy cells, both the level of intensity and
application duration should take into the account the thermal properties of the treated
medium.
Figure 1. Pulse Time (20s), Intensity (26W): Images (a)-(d) illustrate
the increase in temperature during ultrasound application. Images (e)-
(g) demonstrate the heat spreading to surrounding tissue even after
ultrasound treatment has ended.2 5
Although no standardized thresholds currently exist for ultrasound usage, the
American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has recommended "safety parameters." These safety
parameters provide an index of which output settings have a greater probability of
generating thermal or mechanical effects on the treated tissue. 27 It encourages ultrasound
operators to take into account factors such as frequency, time, and intensity as well as
27
other variables such as body size, blood flow, and distance from vulnerable organs. 27
RATIONALE AND APPROACH
Ultrasound's success in causing mechanical and thermal events for medical
applications makes it an area of interest as an alternative means of removing tattoos. Both
its cavitational and thermal effects exhibit potential methods of treating tattoos. It is
hypothesized that focused, high frequency ultrasound can be used to selectively target ink
containing cells in the dermis. The ink containing cells might be selectively targeted
based on mechanical and acoustic property differences between healthy cells and cells
containing the ink particles. High frequency ultrasound might induce resonant vibrations
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of intracellular ink particles, potentially creating local cavitations and heat release at the
cellular level.
Unfortunately, investigations of ultrasound application for tattoo removals have
never been conducted. Furthermore, little is still known about the precise mechanisms
behind the numerous ultrasound applications currently practiced. For example, the nature
of ultrasound's mechanism in lithotripsy (ultrasound induced fracture of urinary tract
stones) is still under debate even though it has been practiced in the medical field since
the 1980s. As a result, for this thesis, the primary goal will be to design a pilot study
evaluating the interaction of ultrasound with microspheres suspended in a gel to crudely
simulate cells containing tattoo ink particles, or the ink particles themselves.
The thesis will be divided into two phases. The initial phase will be feasibility
evaluations of the use of high frequency ultrasound as a new treatment method. The
evaluation will include modeling of the ultrasound interaction with dermal tissue, cells
and ink particles, and parameter calculations. Background research will be conducted on
previous ultrasound applications, in particular in the use of ultrasound in transdermal
drug delivery, imaging, and lithotripsy. The effects on ultrasound on various types of
tissues will also be explored. Furthermore, there will be a focus on determining specific
ultrasound application parameters (frequency, intensity, and duration of exposure) that
will (a) penetrate specific depths within the skin tissue, (b) effectively target solid and/or
porous particles with various elastic properties, (c) interact with a range of particle sizes
and densities, and (d) not cause extensive thermal damage to surrounding tissue.
Phase II of the thesis will consist of a series of experiments. The parameters
calculated in phase I will be tested by applying ultrasound to different models of tattooed
skin. The experiments will be composed of testing microspheres of different densities and
sizes dispersed in an aqueous medium or gel that will simulate the behavior of skin.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Tattooed Cell Structure
The current understanding of tattoos is that tattoo ink particles, 0.5 - 4.0 microns
in size, 27 are deposited in the dermis and ingested by macrophages and fibroblasts
through phagocytosis. A cell continues to consume these foreign particles until it reaches
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its capacity3 5. Upon reaching this threshold, additional fibroblasts and macrophages
arrive to the tattooed site to continue this process until all free-floating ink particles are
removed from the tissue. Illustrated in Figure 2, the ink particles within the dermis begin
to cluster as they are ingested by these cells.
Figure 2. Histology of hairless rat skin tattooed wi
(Courtesy of Dr. Rox Anderson. Department of Dermatology. Massachusetts General Hospital.)
These tattoo ink particles are consumed and stored in cells in a similar manner as
how fat cells are formed. Formally known as adipocytes, fat cells develop and grow by
accumulating lipids. These lipids are stored in vacuoles within the cell and are called
lipid droplets. Fat cells can either be composed of one single large lipid droplet that
consumes the majority of the cell volume, or it can be composed of multiple lipid
droplets that also fill the cell body. 36, 37,38, 39 This buildup of fat within the cell eventually
results in an overall change in cell density. It is by this distinct property that ultrasound-
assisted liposuction differentiates and targets fat cells from surrounding tissue such as
connective and neurovascular tissue.40 41
Based on this model, we believe that tattoo inks generate a similar effect within
fibroblasts in the dermis. Previous studies using India ink and polystyrene latex beads of
0.22 - 2.0 microns have shown that fibroblasts consume these particles and store them
within vacuoles. Upon examination, it was found that these particle-filled vacuoles
consumed a large volume of the cell 42, 43. As a result, based on the results of these studies
and the nature of fat cell formation, it is believed that the particle-filled cells will also
adopt an effective density, (peff). This effective density then provides a means of
differentiating tattooed cells from neighboring healthy cells.
13
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Selectivity
The use of ultrasound will selectively target the particle-filled cells from the
healthy cells based on differences in their mechanical properties. For this thesis, the
primary focus will be the use of the effective density modeled in the tattooed cell
structure. Previous ultrasound applications in liposuction have targeted fat cells based on
its density differences from its surrounding tissue. The frequency of the ultrasound is set
at a level where it specifically targets the density of the fat cells while successfully
minimizing any potential harm to surrounding cells because of their differing densities
and properties.
Modeling this mechanism, the ultrasound frequency might be manipulated in
order to distinguish the healthy cells from cells containing tattoo ink particles. By
utilizing the effective density, the applied ultrasound can target the tattooed cells while
avoiding any unnecessary treatment to healthy cells.
Mechanical Disruption
Although these particle-filled cells biologically are not homogenous structures,
for this thesis we will model it as a homogenous structure with an effective density with
corresponding effective properties. Based on this assumption, we are able to model the
disruption of these cells based on the mechanism used in ultrasound-mediated lithotripsy.
Lithotripsy is the fragmentation and pulverization of kidney stones and gallstones.
The current procedure uses either continuous or pulsed high-energy shock waves directed
at these stones. The impacts of these shock waves then break up the stones into
fragments. The continuous or pulsed transmission of shock waves continue to cleave
these fragments into smaller pieces until these pieces are small enough for the body to
naturally pass through its system 44. The specific mechanism as to how ultrasound cleaves
these stones is still under speculation. It is believed to be due to either cavitation, direct
stress wave mechanical disruption, or a combination of both.
The role of cavitation in lithotripsy appears to have multiple potential methods in
cleaving the stones. The first speculated method is that ultrasound generates bubbles
within the stones. 45 The ultrasound induces cavitation within the stones and the resultant
violent expansion and collapse of these bubbles then cleave these stones into fragments.
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Repeated treatments continue this process until fragments are small enough to be
naturally disposed by the body. Studies have also evaluated the possibility of microjets
generated from cavitation. 46 Bubbles that collapse asymmetrically can form high-speed
jets which damage or crack the treated surface. In the case of kidney and gallstones, these
microjets can generate cracks and erosion (Figure 3) on the surface of the stones. 50
Figure 3. Artificial renal stone. (a) Untreated Stone. (B) Ultrasound treated
stone. Erosion on treated surfaces are common forms of mechanical damage
induced by cavitation. 50
Generated cracks, as well as microcracks already present within the stone, can then
function as a starting point of a series of additional cavitations and fragmentations. The
bubbles generated within these cracks cavitate and aggravate the existing crack until
47fragmentation occurs
The mechanical disruption induced by ultrasound shock waves is believed to
generate tensile and compressive components that create a pressure gradient severe
enough to cause cleavage within the stone. 47,48,49, 50, 51 This can take place in two
manners. The first is if the focus of the shock wave is smaller than the diameter of the
stone. In this case, the positive part of the pressure wave can generate a tensile stress
severe enough to induce a pressure gradient followed by shear stress, and tensile stress
and strain. The resulting damage on the stone is a crater-like fragmentation illustrated in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Crater-like fragmentation induced by shock waves of
focal points smaller in diameter than the diameter of the targeted
stone. 47
The second method of mechanical disruption is if the focus is greater than the size
of the stone. In this case, the stone undergoes stress and strains due to pressure waves
both inside and outside the stone. Studies have shown that as the pressure wave is
transmitted through the stone, it is reflected back from the posterior interface between
stone and water. This causes a pressure inversion (Figure 5) which generates tensile stress
at the surface of the stone. This effect is often referred to as the Hopkinson effect 47, 49.
Figure 5. Hopkinson Effect. As the pressure wave travels through the stone
(incident pulse), it is reflected back (reflected pulse) at the interface between
stone and water. 49
The resultant reflected wave cracks and splits off fragments at the stone's surface,
normally observed as erosion.
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The positive pressure wave passing outside the stone generates a compressive
component that envelopes the stone in what is sometimes referred to as the "squeezing
mechanism." 47 This exerted pressure creates a compression zone at the core of the stone,
producing cracks that run parallel to the direction of wave propagation (Figure 6). The
negative pressure wave creates an overall tensile stress on the stone.
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Figure 6. The "squeezing mechanism" generates internal strain producing cracks
running parallel to the direction of wave propagation. Strain experiences at the
posterior and anterior of the stone generate cracks perpendicular to the wave
propagation. 
Due to limitations of technology and equipment available for this thesis, mechanical
disruption induced by ultrasound will be qualitatively examined under conditions varying
the particle size, ultrasound intensity, and particle material.
Exposure Time
The primary safety concern in this thesis is the thermal effects induced by the
usage of both high intensity and high frequency ultrasound. Regardless of whether a
thermal or mechanical mechanism is used to disrupt the particles, ultrasound still exhibits
the capability of inducing some degree of thermal effects on the treated medium. As
previous studies have shown, both intensity and frequency exhibit a positive relationship
with temperature increases. If temperature levels become too high, it is possible for water
within the tissue to begin boiling, generating bubbles above the target tissue. These gas
bubbles then potentially disrupt the sound waves, reflecting and scattering the waves
back up towards the tissue above the intended depth of treatment. 4 This would not only
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decrease the energy needed to treat the tattoo, but it would also inflict unnecessary
thermal and mechanical effects on healthy tissue.
The exposure time can also be affected by the location of the treated tattoo on the
body. This is because different tissues within the body have different absorption
coefficients meaning that some areas may be more prone to absorbing the ultrasound
energy and developing thermal buildup. The absorption coefficient tends to increase as
the level of protein content in the tissue increases. Water and body liquids therefore have
a low absorption coefficient of approximately 0.003dB/cm.MHz. Mineralized bone, on
the other hand, has the highest value at lOdB/cm.MHz. Skin exhibits a moderate
absorption rate of approximately 1 dB/cm.MHz,33 34 which is favorable for the use of
ultrasound treatment. Unfortunately, if the applied ultrasound were to permeate to
neighboring or underlying tissue, their absorption coefficients would also have to be
taken into consideration. Additional properties that would further aggravate the concern
of thermal buildup would b e the thermal conductivity and perfusion rates of the
neighboring tissue. Skin has a perfusion rate dependent on the original temperature of the
treated area and on the level of activity present. Blood, in general, the primary means of
perfusion dissipating heat. 33
As a result of these multiple factors, the duration of the ultrasound treatment will
be modified in order to minimize any potential thermal buildup. Continuous application
of ultrasound will not be used. Instead, ultrasound pulses will be implemented in order to
allow tissue recovery between each pulse. Furthermore, if necessary, longer
intersonication delays can be integrated into the treatment process if thermal buildup
develops. Surface cooling can also be used during treatments to minimize thermal injury
to the skin.
Previous studies of focused ultrasound have also recommended the usage of a
"spiraling" motion during the treatment process.8' 14 This is done in order to create a
more uniform temperature throughout the treated area. It also decreases the chances of
excessive thermal buildup in one specific section.
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The primary focus of this thesis will be to examine ultrasound's interaction with
small solid particles in an aqueous medium, as a model for tattoos. Because there are
currently no known values for these effective properties in a tattooed cell, microspheres
of different materials will be used in order to generate a range of density and elasticity
that will, ideally, capture these effective values. Specifically, glass beads and polystyrene
latex beads will be treated with ultrasound and examined for any mechanical damage.
The glass beads exhibit a higher density and stiffness that will more closely simulate
tattoo ink particles, which are often composed of iron oxides and amorphous carbon.
Polystyrene beads have a lower density and greater elasticity which may better parallel
the effective properties of fibroblast cells filled with tattoo particles. In order to simulate
these particle-filled cells, the glass and polystyrene microspheres will each be suspended
in agar gels and tested separately under various ultrasound parameters.
Table 1. Mechanical Properties of Glass and Polys rene53
Density Young's Modulus Yield Stress UTS Fracture Poisson's
p (g/cm3) E (GPa) (MPa) (MPa) Toughness Ratio (v)
______ _ ________ Kic (Pa]m)
*Glass 2.8 70-90 70-200 70-200 0.5-1.5 0.27
Polystyrene 1.07 2-4 30-80 40-100 1-2 0.35
lass will ail with out plastic detormation under tensile stress.
Frequency
The ultrasound treatment used to target the tattooed cells will require a high
frequency. This is because a high frequency is normally used to target shallow depths,
such as the skin. Furthermore, a high frequency is necessary in order to effectively target
and disrupt human cells which, on average, range from 10 - 30 microns.57' 58 In the case
of this thesis, the high frequency will be used to disrupt the shallow depths of
microspheres suspended in an aqueous medium. Furthermore, the frequency will also be
dependent on the size of the treated microspheres. The two primary components that will
determine the frequency is the velocity of the propagating wave (vs) and the wavelength,
(X).
The speed of sound will be determined by the density and mechanical properties
of the treated microspheres. In this case, it is primarily the question of measuring the
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speed of sound through the medium or through the micropsheres. In ultrasound-assisted
liposuction, the fat cells are selectively targeted by their low density and the frequency
used is based on its absorption of ultrasound. The absorption coefficient in different
mediums is primarily experimentally measured but is ultimately based on the fraction of
absorbed and reflected ultrasound waves. The tendency for a particle to absorb or reflect
the ultrasound is based on its acoustic impedance (Z) which is dependent on the density
(p) and the speed of sound through the material (vs), Z = p x vs. As a result, the speed of
sound used in determining the ultrasound frequency will be based on the velocity of the
propagating wave through the microsphere. This velocity can be determined by the
material's elasticity (E), density (p), and Poisson's ratio (v) using the following equation
(for any shape or size):
v2 = [E(1-v)] / [p(l+v)(1-2v)]
Using the values from Table 1, the velocity of sound through glass (VG) and polystyrene
(vp) can be calculated:
vG= 5975.120m/s vp = 2121.280 m/s
The wavelength of the frequency will be modeled after the mechanical
mechanism of disruption used in lithotripsy. In a transmitted pressure wave, there is both
a positive and negative part to the wave (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Pressure waves exhibit an area of compression and
rarefaction. The compression indicates positive pressure which exerts a
compressive component. The rarefaction indicates a negative pressure
which exerts a tensile component. 56
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Compression
Rarefaction
In general, the positive part of the wave generates a compressive component while the
negative part creates a tensile component. In both cases, stress and strains are exerted on
the particle to cause cleavage and fragmentation. If the wavelength is too large, a particle
caught in either a positive or negative wave will not receive enough stress and strain in
order to achieve mechanical disruption. Simultaneously, if a wavelength is too high, there
may be too much disruption in the targeted area resulting in damaged healthy cells as
well as greater thermal buildup (frequency has a positive correlation with temperature
increases). As a result, in order to achieve the maximum wavelength that will minimize
the number of overlooked particles a well as minimize any excessive thermal effects and
treatments to neighboring cells, the following preliminary model is used (Figure 8).
I 1- ?>1
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Figure 8. Preliminary Model to determine approximate
frequency range usage.
By using the diameter of the particle to equal half the wavelength, it optimizes the
number of particles that will fall in the core of either a positive or negative wave that will
sufficiently generate pressure gradients severe enough to disrupt the particle.
Using both the speed of sound through the microsphere's medium (vs) and the
wavelength based on the diameter of the microsphere (2q = X), the frequency can be
determined using the following equation.
f =vs / 2 (Eqn. 1)
Using the velocities, VG and vp, and Eqn. 1, the necessary frequency can be calculated
based on the size of the microspheres tested.
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Intensity
The intensity used in the ultrasound treatment will affect the total stress and strain
exerted on the targeted particles within the waves of compression (positive) and
rarefaction (negative). Because intensity plays an influential role in thermal buildup, the
intensity applied will ideally be the minimum intensity necessary to disrupt the maximum
number of particles. Previous studies in lithotripsy have attempted to model the fracturing
mechanism induced by the ultrasound shock waves. Although there is still debate over
the exact mechanism, a predominate model that has been used is a simplified simulation
of the fragmenting process using the spall mechanism, where a material fails under
tensile stress. 47, 49 Adopting this model for the thesis, a fracture stress can ideally be
determined in order to derive an approximate intensity range.
The spall mechanism utilizes preexisting cracks within the materials and evaluates
the mechanical responses of the material under an applied tensile stress. As a result, the
fracture stress (uof) is determined by the fracture toughness (Klc) which is the resistance a
material exhibits to crack growth. Given that the crack length is a, the following equation
can be used to determine the critical stress at which a material yields to the propagation
of a crack. 49 53
Of= KIc/I(7r*a)
Although the values for fracture toughness for both glass and polystyrene are
given in Table 1, Kic is generally determined by KIc = 4 (EGC) where E is the Young's
modulus and Gc is the critical strain energy release rate. For brittle materials, such as
glass, Gc is equivalent to two times the surface energy (y). For ductile materials, such as
polymers, Gc is greater than two times the surface energy (). Given this, the fracture
stress can also be calculated using the following equation: 49, 53
Of-= /( (2E7)/ (*a) )
Unfortunately, the surface energy of materials is extremely difficult to measure,
especially for ductile materials. Furthermore, the Kic is also deceivingly low for polymers
due to the low Young's modulus of polymers. Most of the changes take place in Gc which
is determined by the surface energy. As a result, the fracture stress is normally
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experimentally measured. 49 Previous studies have attempted to conduct experiments that
mimic the disruption of kidney and gallstones in lithotripsy. These experiments were
composed of enlarged artificial stones that were disrupted at low strains and high strains
using either an Instron machine or by transmitting shock waves. 60 The values generated
from these studies were drastically different in magnitude than the strain measurements
collected from treated kidney and gallstones in practiced lithotripsy. As a result, it is clear
that there is still significant research and investigation that needs to be conducted in order
to generate an accurate measure of the mechanical effects of ultrasound-mediated
lithotripsy, and furthermore, to better understand the mechanisms behind these
mechanical disruptions.
In future studies, if the fracture stress can be determined for micron sized glass
and polystyrene beads, whether by extensive calculation or mechanical testing, the
fracture stress can be used to determine the intensity. The fracture stress functions as the
pressure (P) applied to the particle. Using the following equation, where p is the density
and vs is the velocity of sound through the material:
I = 2/2pvs
Another method of calculating the intensity after determining the fracture stress is
utilizing the radiation force (F) generated from a pressure wave. The radiation force is the
pressure applied by the ultrasound multiplied by the exposure area of the target particle.59
The radiation force provides a means of measuring the total power output generated by
the ultrasound. The radiation force, measured in Newton, is calculated using the
following equation:
F PD /vs
where P is the power, vs is the velocity of the pressure wave, and D is a dimensionless
factor. D is determined by the direction of the measured force, angle of reflection, and the
disparity between the acoustic impedance at the interface. By multiplying the fracture
stress by the targeted area of the particle (which can be estimated by nr2), the force
necessary to fracture the particle can be determined. Using the force radiation equation,
the power, thus intensity, can then be calculated.
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This second method of determining the intensity may provide a more accurate
measurement of the intensity necessary to fracture a particle because it takes into account
the acoustic impedance ratio between the medium and particle. This is especially
important and was an observation specifically discussed in the high/low strain lithotripsy
study. This is because the acoustic impedance determines both the amount of the energy
transmitted into the particle and also the magnitude of the reflected wave that ultimately
generates fragmentation at the surface of the particle. The greater the impedance
mismatch at the interface, the greater percent of the applied energy will be reflected back
and a smaller percentage will actually be transmitted through the particle.
Simultaneously, the greater the impedance mismatch between the particle and its
medium, the more severe of a pressure gradient that is generated from the transmitted
energy. 60 All of these variables should be taken into account when determining the
necessary intensity for these experiments.
In the case of this thesis, a given intensity will be used and will progressively be
decreased in order to determine an intensity threshold where the transmitted pressure
wave can no longer sufficiently generate visible damage to the treated particles.
Penetration Depth
The average depth of a tattoo is 2mm.27 In order to achieve this specific depth,
focused ultrasound will be used and operated in a similar manner illustrated in Figure 9.
Focused ultrasound allows the operator to determine the desired depth of the treated
tissue.14, 22, 25 In addition, it also minimizes the probability of treating unintended tissues
within and below the skin. This is extremely imperative considering that tattoos can be
found almost anywhere in the body. Muscle, organs, bone, and other tissue underneath
the tattoo can be highly sensitive to the thermal effects of ultrasound.33 If neglected,
unintentional treatment could generate detrimental effects to the body. As a result, the
depth control that focused ultrasound provides is a major asset in treating tattoos.
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Figure 9. Illustration of focused ultrasound targeting
a specific depth (focal plane).' 4
The depth of the penetration also affects the total energy applied to the target
tissue. This effect is known as attenuation where the intensity of the applied beam drops
as it penetrates the tissue. This is due to variables such as absorption, scattering, and
reflection. Each of these involves the loss of energy to surrounding tissue. In order to
accommodate for the attenuation in ultrasound treatments, the expected intensity at the
depth of treatment can be calculated.
The attenuation coefficient (t) can be calculated based on the absorption
coefficient (k) and the frequency (f) of ultrasound used. 54
t = k f (Eqn. 2)
Furthermore, because intensity decreases exponentially as it travels through a medium,
the ratio of the applied intensity and received intensity can be calculated using a measure
of decibels. 8' 54
dB = 10loglo(I/I)dB (Eqn. 3)
Knowing that the attenuation coefficient has units of }t = dB/cm, the number of decibels
can be calculated by multiplying the attenuation coefficient with the desired penetration
depth (cm). The attenuation coefficient can be determined by Eqn. 2. For this thesis, the
absorption coefficient used will be equivalent to the absorption coefficient of skin: 1.0
dB/cm.MHz.
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It should be noted that these calculations are for direct beams of ultrasound. In the
case of this thesis, focused ultrasound will be used instead. Ideally, focused ultrasound
allows an equivalent, if not greater, level of intensity at the targeted tissue. This is due to
the fact that although energy is lost to attenuation, the focused point of treatment exhibits
a significantly smaller surface area. Because intensity is a measure of W/cm2 , this
ultimately increases the intensity. As a result, the attenuation calculations provide a
minimum level of intensity expected at the depth of treatment.
The specific penetration depth will be determined based on the frequencies used
during the ultrasound treatments. Furthermore, the determination of the penetration depth
will also allow for the calculations of the applied and received intensity values.
Pulse Length
Previous studies in ultrasound-mediated lithotripsy have identified varying
degrees of mechanical disruption to treated stones due to a single shock wave versus a
finite number of pulses. 47, 50 This thesis will focus primarily on a single pulse and test
the effects of a pulse length. This will provide results on the magnitude and effect of a
single pulse and allow assessment for the need of multiple pulses for future studies. The
length of the applied pulse will be examined in order to determine an approximate
threshold of the degree of mechanical effects due to the application period. Any
correlation between the frequency of damaged beads and the length of the pulse time will
be evaluated. Based on these results, additional conclusions may be drawn between the
efficacies of a single pulse at a higher intensity versus multiple pulses at a lower
intensity.
The primary concern with pulse lengths is the extended ultrasound exposure and
potential thermal buildup in the treated tissue. As a result, short pulse lengths are
preferred. Although experimental thermal effects will not be measured in this thesis, its
potential biological effects will be evaluated in the discussion for future studies.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS
Focused Ultrasound
For this thesis, a focused ultrasound machine (Guided Therapy Systems) with
frequency settings available at 7.5MHz and 10MHz was provided. The transducer head
allowed flexibility in focused penetration depths ranging from 2mm - 4mm. Treatment
time was available in the form of either continuous waves or pulsed treatments.
Furthermore, the ultrasound had a maximum ultrasound output power setting of 25.6W.
Due to the available setting ranges of the ultrasound equipment, the 10 OMHz
frequency was selected because it was the highest frequency available. This would enable
the ultrasound to ideally target as many particles as possible in the generated samples. A
focused ultrasound depth of 4mm was also chosen because the agar-particle samples had
a thickness of 10mm. Using a depth of 4mm would allow for observations of both
ultrasound effects above and below the targeted depth.
Table 2. Attenuation Calculations and Effective Intensity
Applied. EfetvDhApplied Absorption Coeff. Frequency Attentuation Effective
Depth Intensity Intensity
Ihl (W/cm 2) K, (dB/cm.MHz) (MHz) g (dB/cm) I(Wicm)
Tattoo Depth 25.6 1.0 10 10 16.153
(2mm) 25.6 1.0 7.5 7.5 18.123
Experimental 25.6 1.0 10 10 10.191
Depth (4mm) 25.6 1.0 7.5 7.5 12.830
calculated using Eqn. 2, 3.
Treated Microspheres
Polystyrene latex particles (PolySciences, Inc., Warrington, PA) and glass beads
(PolySciences, Inc., Warrington, PA) were obtained in order to test and simulate the
effects of ultrasound on particles of various sizes and mechanical properties, such as
elasticity and density. The polystyrene particles came in the colors of blue, fluorescent
yellow, and clear. Particle sizes were available at approximately 10 microns, 27 microns,
and 90 microns. The glass beads were colorless and came in sizes ranging from 10-30
microns, 30-50 microns, 50-100 microns, and 105-150 microns. Hollow glass beads were
also available in 2 - 20microns.
Based on these particle sizes, the following frequencies were calculated:
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Table 3. Polystyrene Beads
Particle Diameter (pm) 10 27 90 l
Frequency (MHz) 106.064 39.284 1 1.785
*calculated using Eqn. 1.
Table 4. Glass Beads
Particle Diameter ([m) 3 10 30 50 100 105 150
Frequency (MHz) 995.853 298.756 99.585 59.751 29.876 28.453 19.917
*calculated using Eqn. 1.
Because the ultrasound frequency had a maximum setting of 10MHz, particles of
50 microns or greater were of specific interest for this thesis. Based on the frequency
calculations, these particle sizes were expected to exhibit the greatest potential to be
fractured by the ultrasound treatments.
Agar Samples
Samples of particles suspended in agar were prepared for ultrasound treatment.
The agar gel was used to create an aqueous medium to simulate the extracellular matrix.
The particles, both polystyrene and glass, were suspended in the gel in order to simulate
the ink particle-filled cells within the dermis.
1. Agar Gel
A concentration of 3% nutrient agar (Agar Purified, Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) was used and mixed in distilled water. A clean
beaker was filled with distilled water and placed on a Thermix Stirring Hot Plate
(Model 31 OT, Fisher Scientific) to begin heating. A 3% concentration of agar was
weighed using a balance (Mettler AE100, Caley & Whitmore Corp., Somerville,
MA). After the distilled water reached a boil, a magnetic stir bar was placed in the
beaker to begin stirring the water. Agar powder was slowly poured into the
boiling water. If agar power began to aggregate into clumps at the surface of the
water, no further agar was added until the accumulated powder had dissolved into
solution. After all the agar was added into water, the solution was allowed to
continue mixing. The agar was completely dissolved into solution when the
solution reached a clear but yellow appearance.
The agar solution remained on the stirring hot plate under medium heat
and continuous stirring in order to prevent solidification. When agar-particle
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samples were ready to be made, 1 Oml of agar was poured into each 1 Oml Petri
Dish (Becton Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ).
2. Particle Stock Solution
In order to control the concentration of particles in each agar sample,
particle stock solutions were created. Polystyrene particles were received from the
manufacturers in solution composed of 2.6% solids. Using this ratio, a stock
solution of 2.6% solids by weight was made for each set of glass beads.
Stock solutions were generated in 25ml plastic conacle vials. Each vial
was labeled with a glass bead size range and 25ml of distilled water was poured
into each vial. Based on the 2.6% ratio, 0.65grams of each set of glass beads was
weighed and added to the 25ml of distilled water in its respective vial.
3. Particle Concentration in Agar Samples
A trial set of agar samples were made in order to determine the
concentration of particles necessary to allow sufficient interaction with the
ultrasound. The first test trial agar sample was made of 10 micron fluorescent
yellow polystyrene beads. Four drops of the polystyrene solution was added into
1 Oml of liquid agar already prepared in a 1 Oml Petri dish. The beads were
manually stirred using a pipette tip until the agar achieved a uniform yellow color.
After allowing the agar to solidify in the refrigerator for 30 minutes, the agar
sample was removed from the Petri dish. A small metal spatula was used to
loosen the outer edge of the agar from the Petri dish and when turned over upside
down, the agar slowly fell out.
Using a clean blade, mm slices of agar were cut and placed on
microscope glass slides. The sample slices were then examined under a
microscope (Olympus BH-2 Microscope) for particle distribution. If particles
demonstrated a high concentration and even distribution (Figure 10), then the
initial volume of particle solution was sufficient.
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Figure 10. Polystyrene particles ot 10 microns. 4X
Magnification. Both concentration and even distribution of
particles are exhibited within agar cross section.
Each drop was estimated to be equivalent to 1/lOml. As a result, 0.4ml of the
polystyrene solution was measured by using a micropipette and a new agar
sample was made and examined using the same process as above. The sample
displayed similar particle number and distribution.
Agar samples for each of the remaining polystyrene and glass bead sizes
were made using 0.4ml of its respective stock solution. Glass beads exhibited a
tendency to sink and collect at the bottom of the stock solution vial due to their
density. As a result, before any stock solution was pipetted from the vial, a small
magnetic stir bar was placed within the vial. The vial was then placed in a beaker
filled with water and placed on the stirring hot plate. The stir bar was used to mix
the stock solution until it generated a uniform concentration. The stir bar was
allowed to continue mixing while 0.4ml of the stock solution was pipetted from
the vial and into 1 Oml of agar in a prepared Petri dish.
The formation and examination process was followed through for each
particle type and size. The compiled examinations showed that 0.4ml of particle
solution was sufficient for all polystyrene beads and glass beads of 30 microns or
less. Glass beads larger than 30 microns had a tendency to settle to the bottom of
the Petri dish minimizing the number of suspended particles, or else the overall
concentration of beads were too low for sufficient interaction with the ultrasound.
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It was determined that the low concentration of beads in glass samples of
30 microns or greater was due the weight of the beads. This was primarily
because the stock solutions had been formulated based on the weight of the beads
instead of the number of beads. Consequently, as the particle size increased, the
weight of each particle increased resulting in fewer particles available in each
stock solution. In order to address the low concentration of beads in glass bead
samples of 30 microns or greater, the volume of stock solution used would be
doubled so that each sample received 0.8ml of its respective stock solution.
Furthermore, due to the inadequate rate of bead suspension within the
agar, additional trial experiments were conducted in order to improve particle
distribution. (Each trial was repeated for glass beads of 30-50 microns, 50-100
microns, and 100- 105 microns).
a. Trial A: Layering of Agar
Using 3% agar, 30ml of agar solution was poured into a separate 0lml
beaker. Using the previously described pipetting method for glass beads,
0.8ml x 3 was pipetted into the 30ml of agar. The 10Oml beaker was then
placed on the stirring hot plate. A magnetic stir bar was added into the
solution in order to mix the glass beads and generate a uniform concentration
within the agar solution. Three Petri dishes were prepared and small quantities
of agar (roughly 3ml) was poured into each Petri dish and then allowed to
cool. The agar-particle solution remaining in the beaker was again placed on
the stirring hot plate to avoid agar solidification within the beaker. As the agar
within the Petri dish began to show signs of solidification, a second layer of
agar-particle solution was poured into each Petri dish. This process was
repeated a third time to fill each Petri dish.
After allowing each sample to cool and solidify within the refrigerator,
cross sections of the samples were examined. The results showed significant
numbers of trapped air bubbles within the agar. Furthermore, the presence of
air bubbles made it difficult to determine the presence of glass beads within
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the agar.
b. Trial B: Increased Viscosity
Again, using 3% agar, 30ml of agar solution was poured into a separate
1 00ml beaker. Using the previously described pipetting method for glass
beads, 2.4ml of the appropriate stock solution was pipetted into the 30ml of
agar. The beaker containing this agar-particle solution was then placed on the
stirring hot place but with the heat off. A magnetic stir bar was added into the
solution in order to mix the glass beads to create the most uniform
concentration of beads within the agar solution. The beaker was occasionally
set on a cold block in order to accelerate cooling of the agar. This was done in
order to increase the viscosity of the agar which would ideally increase the
particle suspension rate. After 10 - 15 minutes, the agar-particle solution was
visibly thicker. The agar was then poured into three Petri dishes and allowed
to cool within the refrigerator.
Examination of the sample slices showed that, again, an excessive number
of air bubbles were present both within the agar and on the surface of the agar.
Furthermore, a significant number of glass beads were also settled at the
bottom of the Petri dish (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Glass beads of 105 - 150 microns collected at bottom
surface of agar sample.
c. Trial C: Increased Viscosity and Bubble Removal
A third trial experiment was conducted in order to increase the suspension
of beads within the agar and to minimize the number of trapped air bubbles.
The samples were prepared in the same manner as in Trial A and Trial B. Petri
dishes were placed on cold packs in order to pre-cool the dishes. Furthermore,
after allowing the stir bar to mix the agar-particle solution on the stirring hot
plate (with the heat turned off) for 5 minutes, the beaker was removed and
placed on a cold pack and the solution was manually stirred. As the agar
began to thicken, the solution was immediately poured into the cooled Petri
dishes where each Petri dish was again manually stirred in order to increase
particle suspension. Bubbles were also attempted to be removed using either a
pipette tip or the tip of a metal spatula. As the surface of the sample began to
solidify, remaining bubbles were not removed in order to conserve as smooth
of a surface as possible.
Examination of sample slices indicated a higher frequency of bead
suspension and fewer entrapped air bubbles. Air bubbles found on the surface
of the sample were primarily congregated around the outer edges although
sometimes collections of small air bubbles were found in the center of the
sample (Figure 12).
Figure 12. Bubble formation at surface of glass bead agar
sample using glass beads of 30 - 50 microns.
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4. Formulation of Agar-Particle Samples
After determining the necessary concentrations and methods of preparing
each agar sample, a concentration of 3% agar was prepared using 4.5 grams of
agar and 150ml of distilled water in a 200ml beaker. After the agar solution was
prepared, three samples of each particle type and size were made.
In order to generate the most uniform concentration of particles in each of
the three samples made for the respective particles, a lOOml beaker was filled
with 30ml of liquid agar. For polystyrene particles and glass beads less than 30
microns, 1.2ml of the appropriate stock solution was pipetted into the 30ml of
agar. The beaker was placed on the stirring hot plate and a magnetic stir bar was
used to mix the solution to create a uniform distribution of particles. The agar-
particle solution was then poured into three appropriately labeled Petri dishes and
set aside to cool and solidify. For glass beads 30 microns and greater, the method
devised in Trial C was used and each solution was also prepared in appropriately
labeled Petri dishes.
All samples were allowed to cool and solidify enough so that surfaces
could no longer be disturbed (Figure 13).
Figure 13. Agar-particle gel samples. Each sample was made in a
1Oml Petri dish with a depth of 10mm. Agar samples were allowed
to cool before placing them in the refrigerator for complete
solidification.
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After all samples cooled and the surface had solidified, the samples were
transferred to the refrigerator to complete solidification overnight.
Experimental Setup
A constant frequency and depth was used for all experiments conducted in this
thesis. The frequency was set at 10 OMHz and the depth at 4mm. The ultrasound transducer
head was filled with distilled water making sure no air bubbles were trapped within. The
presence of any air bubbles would interfere with the ultrasound treatment. Furthermore,
before treatment began, the ultrasound machine was tested in a small bath of distilled
water containing a black strip of tape. This was to assure that the ultrasound machine was
functioning properly as test trials showed that the ultrasound software (Spark Ultrasound
Imaging, Ardent Sound, Inc., Mesa, AZ) needed to be occasionally rebooted.
Each gel sample was removed from the Petri dish prior to each treatment. A small
metal spatula was used to loosen the edge of the gel from the Petri dish. The Petri dish
was turned upside down in order to allow the gel to remove itself from the dish. The
bottom surface of the gel, now facing upwards, was used as the surface of treatment
because it provided a smooth flat surface. The top of each gel sample was marked with a
line (Figure 14) to create an axis to maintain a consistent orientation for the gel sample.
rigure 14. ine top ot eacn agar sample was markea tFigure 15. iagram o agar gel sample use to
with a Sharpie in order to locate each treatment record location of treatments. Each following
relative to its location on its representative diagram. treatment followed a clockwise direction.
Any pre-existing air bubble was marked with an "X" on the agar gel sample
diagram (Figure 15) in order to avoid treating that specific area and not to confuse it with
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bubbles generated by the ultrasound machine. Before each treatment, Aquasonic Clear
Ultrasound Gel (Parker Laboratories, Fairfield, NJ) was also used to generously cover the
surface of the sample in order to prevent air interference between the gel and transducer
interface. Treatments would begin at the marked top of the sample and would continue in
a clockwise direction. After each individual treatment, the tested ultrasound parameters
were recorded and the location of treatment was marked on the sample diagram.
Variables tested in this thesis included pulse duration, power, and particle size.
Two experiments were designed to examine the effects of each of these parameters.
1. Experiment I. Variable: Pulse Length
The first set of experiments tested the effects of the pulse length while the
applied intensity remained constant at 25.6W/cm2. The maximum intensity setting
was used to ensure that if the ultrasound interacted with the particles, it would
have enough energy to disrupt them.
A trial was conducted with the single pulse length set at IOOOms. Any
visible effects, such as bubble formation, were recorded and indicated as a
"reaction." If a reaction was noted, the same treatment time would be tested two
to three additional times to verify the consistency of the reaction. Because the
goals of these tests were to determine an approximate minimum pulse length
threshold necessary to generate a reaction, the following treatment pulse times
would increase or decrease in increments of one-half of the previous pulse time
used.
2. Experiment II. Variable: Intensity
The second set of experiments evaluated the influence of the intensity
setting on ultrasound's ability to affect particles. The pulse time was kept constant
during these tests. An initial trial run was conducted in order to determine
whether lOOOms or 500ms would be a more appropriate time setting. It was
concluded that 1000ms would be a more optimal application period in order to
generate sufficient results.
Similar to Experiment I, an intensity treatment that generated a "reaction"
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such as bubble formation was recorded. The same intensity was then re-tested two
to three times to verify its consistency. This intensity was then increased or
decreased by increments of one-half of the previous intensity in order to
determine an approximate threshold for intensity levels that generated visible
effects on the samples.
Both sets of experiments were conducted on all particle sizes available with
polystyrene and glass beads. Furthermore, a second round of Experiment I and II were
conducted in order to verify the results recorded in the first round of experiments.
Post-Treatment
Because the agar samples were susceptible to drying out after extended exposure
to air, each sample was immediately evaluated after it was treated. The bubbles formed
within the agar gel from the ultrasound treatments were used as a means of localizing the
area of treatment. The area of treatment was cut out into approximately 1 mm thick slices.
These samples were then placed on labeled glass slides (Figure 16) and examined under
the microscope using various levels of magnification (4X, 10X, 20X).
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placed along the edges of the glass slides. Each glass slide was
labeled with the particle type, size, and the variable tested (i.e.
pulse 2000ms).
Particles within the cone of focus and in the immediate vicinity of the treated area
were examined. Observations regarding particle condition, bubble formation, and agar
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consistency were recorded for each sample. Furthermore, images of all significant
observations were taken with a digital camera (AE-1, Canon) attached to the microscope
using the program Scion Imaging (Scion Corporation, Frederick, Maryland).
RESULTS
Both polystyrene and glass beads were treated with ultrasound. Each particle type
and size were treated under the following conditions: variable intensity (with pulse length
held constant), and variable pulse time (with intensity held constant).
Ultrasound Effects on Agar
The applied ultrasound affected the treated agar independent of the presence of
particles. Within the treated area, the agar appeared to be more homogenous and
sometimes almost exhibited a downward streaking appearance (Figure 17, 19). This
observation was severely exaggerated in samples containing glass beads of 30 microns or
greater (Figure 18). This was most likely due to the method of generating these samples.
Because the agar was allowed to cool in order to increase viscosity, the consistency of the
solidified agar became significantly more uneven.
In addition to the streaking effect, the ultrasound also generated an outline of its
focused treatment within the agar (Figure 19, 20). This was often visible in the form of a
cone or hour glass. In Experiment I (variable pulse time, constant intensity at
25.6W/cm2), the generated cone or hour glass appeared to lose its definition as the pulse
length was shortened, primarily around the threshold of 250 - 375ms. In Experiment II
(variable intensity, constant pulse time of OOOms), the cone followed a similar trend,
losing definition and depth as the intensity decreased to a range of 9.6 - 12.8 W/cm2. In
some cases, the cone appeared to fade into the rest of the agar.
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rigure l/. rulse uuums. intenslty z5.o w/cm . 4A rFigure 18. Glass eaas u - luu microns. Pulse
Magnification. Control. No particles but can still 1OOOms. Intensity 12.8 W/cm 2 . 4x Magnification.
observe treated area of agar (left) to untreated Treated agar (right half of image) exhibits a smooth
(right). complexion. Untreated agar (left) displays a much
more non-uniform consistency.
Figure 19. Glass Beads 3 - 10 micron. Pulse 300ms. Figure 20. Hollow glass beads 2 -20 microns. Pulse
Intensity 25.6 W/cm 2. 4X Magnification. Treated 200ms. Intensity 25.6 W/cm 2 . 4X Magnification.
area outlined by cone-like appearance in agar. Treated area outlined by edges of outlined cone.
Bubble Formation within Agar Gel
Directly within the area of ultrasound treatment, significant bubble formation was
observed. Large bubbles were observed both directly at the surface and base of the agar
sample (Figure 21). Smaller but more concentrated bubbles were also formed within the
cone of focus as well as at the focused depth of the treatment (Figure 22). Furthermore, a
fizzling sound coincided with the generation of bubbles in the agar. This is typical for
ultrasound-induced cavitation.
In both Experiment I and Experiment II, the size and number of bubbles produced
were directly related to the level of the tested variable. As both pulse time and intensity
decreased, the formation of bubbles decreased as well.
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Figure 21. Polystyrene 90 microns. Intensity 25.6 W/cm'. 4X Magnification. (a) Pulse 265ms. Bubble
formation at base of treated sample. (b) Pulse 375ms. Bubble and indentation at surface of ultrasound
treatment.
Figure 22. 4X Magnification. Bubble formation at focus of ultrasound treatment. (a) G30- 50. Pulse 500ms.
Intensity 25.6 W/cm2. (b)Glass beads 3 - 10 microns. Pulse 400ms. Intensity 25.6 W/cm 2 .
Broken and Eroded Glass Beads
Shattered glass beads were observed under both varying intensities and pulse
lengths (Figure 23). Both large and small fragments were observed. Large fragments
were primarily found within the cone of focus. Smaller fragments generally lined the
edge of the cone of focus and debris was found both within and on the outskirts of the
treated area.
Glass beads also exhibited eroded surfaces. Erosion was observed to affect glass
beads either only on one face of the bead or on the entire surrounding surface. The
observed erosion came in the form of one large crater-like hole on the surface or as
multiple small craters populated over the entire surface (Figure 24).
Shattered glass particles were more commonly found than eroded glass surfaces.
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Figure 23. Glass Beads 50 - 100 microns. Pulse lOOms, Intensity
12.8 W/cm 2. lox Magnification. Shattered glass beads with
additional debris in the background.
Figure 24. Glass Beads 30 - 50 microns. Pulse 1OOOms. Intensity 9.6 W/cm'. 20X Magnification. (a)
Shattered glass with eroded surface. (b) smooth surface of untreated beads.
In Experiment I (variable pulse time, constant intensity at 25.6W/cm 2), a positive
relationship was observed between the pulse length and the number of affected particles.
As pulse length decreased, the number of affected particles decreased as well. However,
all treated samples that exhibited affected particles appeared to have a pulse time
threshold around 500ms. Treatments with pulse times less than 500ms generally did not
generate any broken or eroded glass beads.
In Experiment II (variable intensity, constant pulse time of 1OOOms) there was a
direct correlation between the intensity level and the number of broken and eroded pieces
observed. No clear relationship was able to be drawn between the level of intensity used
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and the size of the glass fragments, primarily due to the fact that each glass sample had a
wide range of particle sizes (i.e. 50 - 100 microns). However, as intensity decreased, the
population of broken glass particles was generally found closer to the point of focus. At
higher intensities (25.6W/cm 2, 12.6 W/cm2) larger fragments would also be dispersed
closer to the treated surface.
Broken and Eroded Polystyrene Particles
Similar to the glass beads, the polystyrene particles exhibited both a shattering
and eroding effect due to the ultrasound treatments. Shattered polystyrene pieces (Figure
25) were considerably more uncommon than eroded particles. This may have been due to
difficulties in distinguishing fragments of polystyrene particles from the inconsistent
surface texture of the sliced agar samples. Areas exhibiting shattered particles and debris
were generally followed by yellow staining of the neighboring agar. In Figure 25, the
darker shadow surrounding the shattered particle is due to the yellow staining.
Furthermore, the surface of the treated area as well the cone of focus, both within and the
outskirts, were tainted yellow.
Figure 2. olystyrene yellow-clyed particle. 9U micron. ulse
1OOOms. Intensity 12.8 W/cm 2. lOX Magnification Broken
polystyrene particles with smaller distributed debris. Broken
particle and debris exhibited a pale yellow tint consistent with
dispersion of the yellow dye bead colorant.
The frequency of eroded polystyrene particles was much higher than that of
shattered particles. The observed eroded particles could be divided into two categories.
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The more commonly observed form of erosion consisted of smooth deformation (Figure
26). The surface of these particles appeared twisted and warped but exhibited smooth
corners and edges. This deformation was primarily isolated to only one face of the sphere
while the surrounding surface appeared to remain smooth and unaffected.
The other form of erosion found on the particles had sharp and clearly defined
edges. The affected areas almost appeared as though sections of the polystyrene had been
drilled or "scooped" out. This form of erosion can be observed in Figure 27c, 27d. In
Figure 27c, the erosion gives a "key-hole" like appearance with the affected area clearly
defined by the edges of the erosion. Figure 27a illustrates a particle with both forms of
erosion.
The degree of erosion was observed to be influenced by both the depth of the
treated particle as well as the presence of neighboring bubbles. Particles located at the
surface of treatment or at more shallow depths appeared to be mostly unaffected by the
ultrasound. Particles closer to the focus of treatment exhibited significantly greater
erosion. This progressive transition is illustrated in Figure 27. Furthermore, the presence
or physical contact of a bubble to a particle also greatly influenced the severity of the
erosion. As shown in Figure 28, the presence of the formed bubble near the surface of the
treated area did not affect the polystyrene particle. On the other hand, a particle located
near the focus of treatment and in contact with a generated bubble displays acute
deformation and erosion (Figure 29).
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Figure 26. Polystyrene 90 micron. Pulse = 500ms. Intensity = 25.6 W/cm 2. 20X Magnification. (a) Eroded
particle. (b) Unaffected particle.
.a _. -, . - - , . , -  XI- - a
figure /. oiystyrene 9u micron. intensity z).o w/cm. LUA viagnmicauton. raruticles exnllt varying
degrees of erosion based on located depth in treated area. From shallow to deep: (a) Pulse length 375ms
(b)Pulse length 250ms. (c) Pulse length 375ms. (c) Pulse length 375ms.
Figure 2. Polystyrene 90 micron. ulse 125ms. tFigure 29. Polystyrene 90 micron. ulse 125ms.
Intensity 25.6 W/cm 2. 20X Magnification. Intensity 25.6 W/cm2. 20X Magnification. Eroded
Unaffected particle neighboring bubble formed by particle neighboring bubble formed by ultrasound
ultrasound near surface of treatment. near point of focus.
The incidence of eroded particles was predominately observed in Experiment I
(variable pulse length, constant intensity). Among the 90 micron polystyrene samples
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that were tested, pulse lengths ranging from 125ms to OOOms all exhibited some level of
damaging effect on the particles. Evaluation of particles treated with pulse times less than
125ms were unable to be conducted due to the lack of bubble formation. Because the
bubble formation from the ultrasound was the primary means of localizing the area of
treatment, treatments with pulse lengths under 125ms were unable to be located in the
samples.
Although no correlation could be determined between the given pulse length and
the severity of the inflicted damage on the particle, there was a trend in terms of the
distribution of affected particles with the pulse length. Pulse lengths of 375ms and greater
exhibited a wider distribution of affected particles in terms of the depth of the affected
particle, and whether it was located within the cone of focus or along the edge. The
affected particles that were treated for 250ms or less appeared to be concentrated near the
focus of treatment and distributed among the collection of generated bubbles.
Experiment II (variable intensity, constant pulse length) generated mostly
shattered particles and debris. The occurrence of these affected particles severely
decreased as intensity decreased. There was a dramatic decrease in the number of
observably affected particles from intensity levels of 25.6W/cm2 to 12.8W/cm2. By
intensity levels of 6.4W/cm2 , no damaged particles were observed. The level of intensity
did show a strong positive correlation with the straining of the agar both within and in the
immediate surroundings of the area of treatment.
Cracked Particles
There were a low percentage of observed cracked particles in both glass and
polystyrene samples. Glass beads exhibited a minimal number of cracked beads which,
due to the agar, were unable to be clearly captured in an image. Ultrasound treatments of
polystyrene 90 micron samples displayed a greater number of cracked particles.
Illustrated in Figure 30, a crack was generated at the surface of the particle and had begun
to propagate towards the center. It is unclear whether or not this cleavage ran parallel or
perpendicular to the wave propagation. Figure 31 shows a very unique crack that
simulates the crater-like erosion illustrated previously in Figure 4.
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25.6 W/cm2 . 20X Magnification. Cracked particle. 250ms. Intensity 25.6 W/cm2. 20X Magnification.
Deep crater-like fragmentation.
Particle-Size Dependency
Polystyrene particles were tested using particle sizes of 10 microns, 27 microns,
and 90 microns. Glass beads were tested using particle sizes ranging from 3 - 150
microns. In both types of microspheres, the effects of the pulse length and intensity were
dependent on the particle size.
Particles primarily 50 microns and greater showed a higher level of interaction
with the ultrasound regardless of the particle type. Within the cone of treatment, there
were considerably fewer, if any, fully intact and unaffected large particles (Figure 32a).
This assisted in differentiating the treated from the non-treated areas. Particles less than
50 microns were still observed to be clustered both within and outside the treated area
(Figure 32b). Among the smaller tested particles, particles that were and were not treated
were most often undistinguishable.
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of treatment, almost no particles observed. (b) Polystyrene 27 microns. Pulse 375ms. Intensity 25.6.
Significant number of particles found with within the area of treatment and in the surrounding agar.
The dependency on particle size was made most apparent in samples containing a
range of particle sizes. Fragments of the large glass beads were often found interspersed
with whole and unaffected small beads (Figure 33, 34). This was most commonly found
in samples containing beads of 30 - 50 microns.
figure 33. lass Eieaas 3 - u microns. ulse Figure 34. Glass beads 5U - 10U microns. Pulse
1OOOms. Intensity 9.6 W/cm2. lOX Magnification. 500ms. Intensity 25.6 W/cm 2. lOX Magnification.
Broken glass particles interspersed with smaller Broken glass particle (right) next to smaller
whole glass beads. unaffected glass bead (left).
Shifting Particles in Agar
Although particles of 50 microns or less revealed minimal damage to their
structures, the particles still exhibited some level of interaction with the ultrasound
treatments. The smaller particles appeared to have been moved in the agar to either the
center of the cone of focus (Figure 35b) or pushed towards the outer edge and focused
depth of the ultrasound treatment (Figure 35a). This was most commonly observed
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among glass beads of ranging in 30 - 50 microns where the tested variable was the pulse
length.
into the center of cone of focus of treatment. (a) lOX Magnification. Clustering of particles near focus of
treatment. (b) 20X Magnification. Clustering of particles in center of cone of focus.
No Interaction with Hollow Glass Sphere
Hollow glass spheres were also treated in order to determine if the change in
density and structure would affect the ultrasound interaction with the particles.
Unfortunately, due to the size of the commercially-available hollow glass spheres, 2-20
microns, no significant effects were observed. Particles observed under both lOX and
20X magnification showed no difference between treated and non-treated areas (Figure
36). Furthermore, any potential debris that might have been in the background were
undistinguishable from the smaller (<1 Omicron) particles.
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Figure 36. Hollow Glass Bead of 2-20 microns. Pulse Length OO0ms, ntensity z).ow/cm- IUA
Magnification. (a)Treated Sample (indicated by visible bubble on right). (b) Untreated sample.
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Reduced Bubble Formation using Absorbent Base
During each treatment, large bubbles (Figure 37a) were generated at the base of
the treated area. In order to determine whether this was due to the agar or by ultrasound
waves being reflected back into the agar from the plastic base, additional samples were
tested on an absorbent base. Ultrasound gel was used to fill and remove any potential air
trapped between the bottom surface of the agar gel and the surface of the absorbent base.
The ultrasound treatments using the absorbent base resulted in no bubble formation at the
base of the agar (Figure 37b).
rigure . /. olystyrene IU micron. ulse lu0ums. intensity 23.6 w/cm-. 4A MagnlllCatlon. (a) treated with
plastic base. Consistent bubble formation at base. (b) Sample treated with absorbent base. No bubble
generated at base of sample.
DISCUSSION
The results from the conducted experiments provided a qualitative analysis of the
crudely simulated model of cells containing ink particles. The results demonstrated three
key observations: (1) the shattering and erosion of glass beads and polystyrene beads, (2)
a particle size dependency, and (3) speculated cavitational effects. The results of these
three observations also provided assessments for approximate intensity and pulse length
thresholds necessary to generate mechanical damage on the treated particle surfaces.
Furthermore, the comprised results determined areas of improvement and direction for
future studies.
The ultrasound treatment was successful in generating mechanical damage to both
glass beads and polystyrene beads. Each particle type exhibited different trends amongthe nature of the mechanical damag and the frequency of damaged beads. Glass beads
the nature of the mechanical damage and the frequency of damaged beads. Glass beads
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showed a significantly higher frequency of shattered particles than eroded surfaces and
almost no incidence of deformation. The disparity among these effects is believed to be
primarily due to the mechanical properties of glass. Glass exhibits a Young's modulus
(E) of 70 - 90 GPa indicating a high stiffness. Furthermore, it also has a yield stress
equivalent to its ultimate tensile stress (UTS) of 70 - 200 MPa. This means that glass will
fail without plastic deformation. As a result, although glass may be able to endure more
stress without exhibiting any visible effects, upon reaching its threshold (yield stress)
glass will primarily fracture instead of deform.
The shattering of glass beads due to a single pulse indicates that the applied load
was much higher than the breaking threshold. Previous studies examining the mechanical
effects on kidney and gallstones in ultrasound-mediated lithotripsy have observed similar
results. This "one pulse shattering 47" effect has also been found to be exaggerated by any
preexisting microflaws within the materials. As a result, microcracks existing within the
glass beads prior to treatment could have potentially functioned as origins for crack
growth or fragmentation due to the stress and strain exerted by the ultrasound.
Erosion observed on the surface of the glass beads was most likely due to the
previously described Hopkinson effect. The reflected wave from the posterior glass-water
interface may have generated a tensile stress significant enough to cause fragmentation at
the surface of the glass bead. The severity of the erosion could be due to multiple factors
including the depth of the affected particle, and the intensity and pulse length setting. If
the particle was relatively superficial to the depth of the focal point, it would be expected
that the transmitted wave would have a diameter greater than the diameter of the particle
which would generate the Hopkinson effect. Furthermore, if the particle was treated
under shorter pulse length and/or lower intensity levels, it would also be expected that the
exerted stress and strain may not be sufficient to generate cleavage violent enough to
achieve a fracture penetrating through the entire bead.
Unlike the treated glass beads, the polystyrene beads exhibited a much higher
incidence of erosion and surface deformation compared to fragmentation and shattering
of beads. This is expected due to the contrasting mechanical properties of polystyrene
relative to glass. Polystyrene has a Young's modulus (E) of 2 - 4 GPa. Relative to glass,
this means that polystyrene is much more elastic. It also exhibits a yield stress of 30 - 80
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MPa and an ultimate tensile stress (UTS) of 40 - 100 MPa. The yield stress indicates the
end of elasticity and, essentially, the beginning of plastic deformation. The UTS indicates
the maximum exerted stress when the material fails. The difference between
polystyrene's yield stress and ultimate tensile stress therefore indicates that it will
undergo plastic deformation within this spectrum before it fractures. The behavior of
polystyrene's mechanical properties therefore parallels the observed results of treated
polystyrene beads.
The significantly lower percentage of shattered polystyrene particles may be due
to multiple factors. The predominating factor responsible for the low rate of occurrence is
the mechanical properties of polystyrene. Because polystyrene exhibits both high
elasticity as well as a capacity for plastic deformation before fracturing, the equivalent
stress exerted on a glass bead that would generate fragmentation would instead cause
either elastic deformation (where after the stress is removed, the materials returns back to
its original state or shape), or plastic deformation in the polystyrene bead. In order to
achieve a complete fragmentation, the energy absorbed would have to be significantly
larger and isolated in order to surpass polystyrene's capacity for plastic deformation.
An alternative factor that may have also caused the low incidence of observed
shattered polystyrene beads was the difficulty in distinguishing shattered polystyrene
from the agar. Due to the three-dimensional shape of the fragmented beads, it was
difficult to use the microscope to focus and obtain a clear image of the fractured particles.
There was, however, an observed correlation between areas of speculated shattering and
yellow staining of the agar. This staining was found primarily within and along the edge
of the cone of treatment. It is believed that the shattering of the polystyrene beads
released the fluorescin dye, thus staining the agar within the immediate area. Further
investigation would be necessary in order to understand how the staining of the agar was
achieved. Possible mechanisms include the diffusion of the fluorescin dye or the
pulverization of polystyrene where debris, unable to be detected by the microscope,
stained the agar. Both of these mechanisms are under doubtful speculation, though,
because it would require either an extremely high diffusion rate in the agar for the extent
of the staining observed, or it would require sharply focused shock waves of high
intensity in order to "pulverize" the polystyrene particles in a single pulse.
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Eroded and deformed polystyrene particles were the primary forms of mechanical
disruption observed among the treated polystyrene beads. These results were expected
based on the mechanical properties of polystyrene. As discussed previously, polystyrene
exhibits a high elasticity and tolerance for plastic deformation. The exerted impact of the
pressure waves would therefore have a higher tendency to generate these levels of
deformation before achieving total fragmentation. Similar to the glass particles, both the
severity and the frequency of the damaged beads increased as the depth of the affected
particle was located closer to the focal region. Although beads near the surface of
treatment exhibited minor deformation, observed in the form of ripples across the surface
of the bead, damaged beads near the focal region showed severely warped surfaces and/or
crater-like holes on the surface. This may have been due to the nature of the focused
ultrasound generating a greater intensity at the focal point and therefore providing more
energy to create greater disruption.
Furthermore, superficial cracks were also observed on the polystyrene beads.
Although it is unclear whether or not the cracks ran perpendicular or parallel to the wave
propagation, the nature of the cracks were similar to those induced by the "squeezing
mechanism" referred to in studies regarding the mechanical effects of lithotripsy. It is
possible that the cracks were induced by strains experienced at the surface of the particle
primarily responsible for generating surface cleavage. Additional factors that could have
resulted in similar cracks are the presence of microflaws. Similar to the mechanisms
evaluated in the cracked glass beads, microcracks present in polystyrene beads prior to
treatment could have augmented the occurrence of cleavage or fragmentation.
Unfortunately, observations of cracked particles were not common enough to draw any
correlations between the effects of pulse length and the intensity used.
The glass beads and polystyrene particles that experienced mechanical damage
were primarily observed among microspheres of 30 microns or greater. The collected
observations indicated that a particle-size dependency was present in the ultrasound
treatments. In both Experiment I and II, there was an evident trend in the decreasing
number of affected particles in both polystyrene and glass beads as the size of the
particles decreased regardless of the magnitude or length of the tested variables. As
treated particles reached diameters of 30 microns or less, minimal to no effects were
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observed from the ultrasound. Images taken at magnifications of 4X, 1 OX, and 20X
showed no significant differences between the treated and untreated areas in the agar-
particle samples. As a result, it is assumed that the frequency used (10MHz) was too low
to effectively treat particle sizes of 30 microns or less. This coincides with the
preliminary frequency model developed for this thesis. For both glass and polystyrene,
particle sizes of 30 microns or less required significantly higher frequencies of at least
30MHz or greater.
The limited number of bead sizes available for polystyrene particles (10, 27, 90
micron) made it difficult to create a comprehensive analysis of ultrasound's effects on the
particles. Glass beads exhibited a wide range of available sizes from 10 to 150 microns
generating sufficient results to examine the nature of the ultrasound effects as it
approached the 30 micron threshold. More specifically, glass beads of 30 - 50 microns
exhibited a wide spectrum of interactions with the ultrasound ranging from shattered and
eroded particles to physically shifted particles within the agar.
Treated samples containing glass beads of 30 - 50 microns often exhibited an
overlapping presence of unaffected glass beads with neighboring shattered glass particles.
The size of the shattered glass particles was significantly larger than the unaffected
particles indicating that the transmitted ultrasound waves primarily affected the larger
beads while the smaller beads remained visibly unaffected. This could have been due tot
the frequency used. The 10MHz wavelength was most likely small enough to generate
sufficient stresses and strains in it positive and negative waves to damage larger particles
(those closer to 50 microns) while the wavelength was too large to affect smaller particles
(those closer to 30 microns). Additional studies using higher frequencies would need to
be conducted in order to determine the mechanical effects on smaller particles treated
with ultrasound.
Glass beads within the 30 - 50 micron range also exhibited shifting and clustering
within the agar gel after ultrasound treatment. Particles were observed to be primarily
clustered within the cone of focus or at the focal point. These areas of clustering were
easily distinguishable from untreated areas because the surrounding untreated agar
exhibited an even concentration and distribution of glass beads. This clustering effect was
most often observed in Experiment I where the pulse length was progressively decreased.
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The resultant clusters may have been due to the fact that the length of ultrasound
application did not provide the ultrasound enough time to generate the necessary pressure
gradients to disrupt a particle but did transmit pressure waves strong enough to shift the
particles from their original locations in the agar gel. This clustering effect has been
observed in previous studies where suspended latex beads were collected into groups
either at locations of the node or antinode of the transmitted ultrasound. 55 Similar to the
setup of the 30 - 50 micron experiments, these studies were conducted using wavelengths
significantly larger than the particle diameter. The forces generated by the applied
ultrasound clustered the latex beads based on their volume and density. In addition, the
clustering effect was further exaggerated by using multiple pulses to aggregate the small
clusters of latex beads into a single large bundle of beads.
The particle-size dependency for successful ultrasound interaction was further
confirmed by the results of treated hollow glass spheres 2 - 20 microns in size. It was
anticipated that these hollow glass spheres would exhibit a high level of interaction with
the ultrasound primarily due to the air or gas entrapped within the center of the bead.
Previous studies of the resonant frequencies of microbubbles have shown that an increase
in thickness and stiffness of the microbubble walls augment the generated frequency. 52
Furthermore, the air or gas within these hollow beads would provide a nuclei for potential
cavitation. Unfortunately, the examination of the treated hollow beads showed no
observable effects between the treated and untreated areas in the agar. The larger hollow
beads (20 microns) appeared to be unaffected in both the treated and untreated regions. In
addition, small hollow glass spheres (those close to 2 microns) were difficult to
distinguish from any potential debris found in the agar. The lack of visible effects and
interactions between the ultrasound and the hollow glass spheres indicate the importance
of the particle-size in order to allow for any level of interaction between the ultrasound
and the targeted particles. In future studies, investigation of ultrasound with larger hollow
microspheres should be conducted in order to evaluate the effects of a hollow versus solid
bead.
It should also be noted that almost all polystyrene beads that exhibited some
degree of mechanical disruption were within the 90 micron range. This is believed to be
due to the frequency used during the conducted experiments. Because the ultrasound
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equipment offered a maximum frequency of only 10 OMHz, this frequency was used for all
treatments. Based on the experimental frequency model, 90 micron polystyrene beads
were expected to have the highest level of interaction with 10 MHz ultrasound. Glass
beads from 10 - 150 microns and polystyrene beads of diameters less than 90 microns
required significantly higher frequencies. As a result, this observation supports the
frequency model and the necessity of using frequencies with wavelengths appropriate for
the targeted particles in order for the negative and positive waves to generate the needed
stresses and strains to disrupt the beads.
In addition to the mechanical effects of the applied ultrasound, it is speculated that
cavitation may have also played a role in generating the physical damage observed on the
particles. Although cavitation was not specifically measured during the experiments,
multiple observations both in the experimental process and examination of the treated
particles support the possible presence of cavitation.
During each ultrasound application, bubbles were visibly generated in the agar
under the treated region. Furthermore, the formation of these bubbles coincided with a
fizzling sound that subsided at the end of the treatment. It is speculated that both of these
observations indicate the possible presence of cavitation. The bubble formation may have
been due to a process called rectified diffusion. 64, 65 In rectified diffusion, dissolved gases
within a medium come out of solution generating bubbles. During cavitation, when a
bubble contracts, the concentration of the gas inside the bubble increases, causing the gas
to diffuse out of the bubble and into the surrounding medium. As the bubble expands, the
concentration of the gas inside the bubble decreases, causing the gas to diffuse back into
the bubble. It is possible that as the agar samples were treated with ultrasound, the
ultrasound induced dissolved gases within the medium to come out of solution generating
the observed bubbles. The bubbles were then trapped within the agar gel. It has been
observed in previous studies that because the diffusion rate of the gas in and out of the
bubble is relative to the area of the bubble, more gas enters the bubble during expansion
than the amount of gas that diffuses out of the bubble during contraction. 64 As a result,
the existence of the bubbles remains even after the ultrasound treatment has ended. It is
speculated that the gas responsible for this bubble generation is dissolved nitrogen,
primarily because of its predominate presence in air.
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The damage observed in both the glass and polystyrene beads were also
characteristic of damage induced by cavitation. Among the treated glass particles, the
fragmentation and erosion observed were characteristic to the cavitational damage
observed in artificial stones during lithotripsy studies. 50 The erosion observed on the
glass bead surfaces appeared similar to studies illustrating erosion on artificial renal
stones. A possible way cavitation could have inflicted erosion on treated surfaces was by
the presence of preexisting microflaws. Similar to the way ultrasound exerted stress and
strains could have used microcracks as origins for crack growth, the applied frequency
could have generated bubbles within these microcracks. These bubbles would then
undergo cavitation exaggerating the microcracks into eventual cleavage.
Polystyrene particles also exhibited physical damage distinctive to those
generated by cavitation effects. The most notable of these observations was the severity
of the mechanical damage to the surface of polystyrene beads in contact with bubbles
generated during the ultrasound treatment. It was observed that particles in contact with a
bubble near the surface of treatment were mostly unaffected. Particles in contact with a
bubble near the focal region exhibited severe erosion and deformation. The difference in
the degree of observed damage could have been attributed to the increase in intensity near
the focal region as well as the speculated cavitation. Furthermore, because the degree of
cavitation increases directly with intensity, a combination of these two effects could have
further aggravated the total damage to the particle.
In addition to the correlation between generated bubbles and superficial erosion,
crater-like erosion and fragmentation were also observed among the polystyrene beads.
Similar mechanical damage has been observed in previous lithotripsy studies examining
cavitation effects on artificial renal stones and nitrocellulose membranes 46, 50. The
mechanical damage on surfaces due to cavitation is often shaped as circular holes that
appear to have been drilled or punched into the treated surface. The formation of these
"punched holes" is sometimes due to microjets generated by cavitation bubbles
collapsing asymmetrically.
Unfortunately, because cavitation was not specifically measured during the
experiments, no concrete conclusions can be drawn from these various assessments. As a
result, due to the large number of cavitation-like effects observed in Experiments I and II
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in both particle types, it is recommended that in future studies, cavitation be measured in
order to better determine the magnitude of its effects on the mechanical damage
undergone by the treated particles.
The analysis of the comprised results and observations from Experiment I and II
also allowed for evaluation of the effects of pulse length and intensity on the mechanical
damage inflicted on the treated particles. The variability in the severity and frequency of
damaged particles generated general trends and thresholds between the particle type and
ultrasound parameters.
The results of Experiment I and II for glass beads showed that the pulse length
played a very influential role on the degree of damage observed on the beads. Experiment
I indicated that the number and the severity of the damaged beads were very sensitive to
the pulse length. A decrease in pulse length generated a dramatic decrease in the number
of damaged beads. This may have also been due to the mechanical properties of glass.
Because glass exhibits high stiffness and close to zero plastic deformation, any level of
stress exerted on the glass bead would not have been observed until a pressure gradient
severe enough was generated to cause fragmentation. A glass bead exerted with a load
below this threshold would still appear unaffected when examined by the microscope. As
a result, a sufficient application period of ultrasound would be necessary in order
generate a pressure gradient of high enough magnitude to create mechanical damage to
the bead.
In Experiment II, there was a direct correlation between the level of intensity and
the extent of damaged beads. As the intensity level decreased, the number of affected
particles decreased as well. Furthermore, the decrease in intensity was followed by a
progressive concentration of shattered beads exclusively within the focal region with
particles both above and below relatively unaffected. This was a significant observation
because it indicated that at lower intensities, areas above and below the target depth
remained untreated while particles within the focal region were successfully targeted.
Furthermore, the usage of lower intensities to generate the desired mechanical damage is
extremely favorable for this thesis because lower intensities decrease the potential for
thermal damage to the tissue.
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The degree of mechanical damage observed in polystyrene beads also exhibited
various correlations between the extent of damage and the tested variables. It was
observed in Experiment I, as the pulse length decreased the affected particles became
primarily isolated within the focal region. Particles above and below the focal region
remained unaffected. This observation corresponded with results from the treated glass
beads. As the length of the ultrasound application period became shorter, the only areas
to receive sufficient energy to affect a particle would be within the focal region. Both
areas above and below would receive a lower intensity for such a transient period that it
would not be enough to actually cause any mechanical disruption. Similar to the glass
bead results in Experiment II, the generation of mechanical disruption at lower pulse
lengths at a constant intensity is a favorable result because it also allows for the potential
to decrease thermal buildup and maximize spatial confinement of the ultrasound
treatment.
The results of Experiment II revealed that the presence of polystyrene
deformation showed a strong dependency on the intensity. In Experiment II, as the
intensity decreased, there was an immediate fall in the number of affected particles. In
general, an intensity of 25.6W/cm 2 was necessary to generate any mechanical disruption.
Again, this observation was most likely due to the elasticity and yield strength of
polystyrene. Because polystyrene is more elastic, it can endure a given stress and exhibit
elastic deformation, but will return back to its original state after the stress is removed.
As a result, because at lower intensities the ultrasound was unable to sufficiently disrupt
the polystyrene pass its yield strength threshold and into the region of plastic
deformation, no mechanical effects were observed.
In addition to the effects exerted on the treated particles, unanticipated reactions
from the agar were also generated by the ultrasound treatments. The surface of the treated
area exhibited a concave effect. This was most likely due to the impact of the transmitted
pressure waves. Furthermore, a cone or hourglass shape was generated within the area of
treatment outlining the focused ultrasound. Within this region, the agar appeared to be
smoothed out and almost exhibited a streaking effect following the direction of wave
propagation. It is assumed that this was due to the pressure waves altering the consistency
of the agar as it traveled through the medium. Although it is unlikely that the transmitted
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wave generated thermal buildup high enough to cause any melting of the agar, further
investigation regarding any thermal effects is recommended in order to better understand
the effects of the ultrasound on the agar.
At the base of the agar directly below the area of ultrasound treatment, bubbles
were formed varying in size depending on the intensity and pulse length used. Both lower
intensities and pulse lengths generated smaller bubbles at the base. It was proposed that
the bubbles may have been due to reflected ultrasound waves from the plastic base used
to examine and slice the agar samples. In order to test this speculation, an absorbent base
was used to treat additional samples. The resulting treatments generated no bubble
formation at the base of the agar directly under the area of treatment. Furthermore,
previous studies that observed similar side effects later used a Teflon sheet to absorb the
ultrasound waves. 23 As a result, it is believed that the bubble formation at the base of the
treated samples were most likely due to reflection of the transmitted ultrasound waves.
Due to the preliminary nature of this thesis, the observations and results from the
conducted experiments provide direction to modify and improve various methods within
the experimental model to generate more comprehensive and detailed results for future
studies. A primary focus for future studies should be more in-depth analysis of the pulse
length and intensity thresholds observed in Experiment I and II. The results of the treated
glass particles showed that erosion and fragmentation occurred when lower intensities
were used while maintaining a pulse length of 1 OOOms. Furthermore, at intensity levels of
only a fourth or less of the maximum intensity (25.6W/cm 2), the shattered glass particles
were primarily concentrated and localized within the focal region. Both of these
observations create areas of interest in minimizing the intensity necessary to disrupt
particles and reducing unnecessary treatment to neighboring particles/medium. If minor
disruption was able to be achieved at lower intensities and with only a single pulse, full
cleavage of the particle could potentially be achieved by exerting continuous low pulses
at the same low intensity. An alternative solution could also be used where an initial high
intensity ultrasound is applied to create more severe mechanical damage. After
sufficiently weakening the particle structure, lower intensities can be used to finalize total
cleavage of the particle.
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Similarly, for polystyrene particles, results from Experiment I and II showed that
polystyrene showed erosion and fragmentation at lower pulse lengths while maintaining
the intensity at 25.6W/cm2. Mechanical damage was observed from pulse lengths ranging
between 1 OOms to 1 OOOms. Furthermore, as the pulse length decreased, the number of
damaged particles became progressively more isolated within the focal region. This wide
range of pulse lengths therefore allow for the use of analogous mechanisms described in
low intensity treatments for glass beads. Using higher intensity but shorter pulse lengths,
ultrasound could achieve superficial damage to the particle surface. After undergoing
multiple pulses, the accumulating stresses and strains exerted on the progressively weaker
particle structure would result in total cleavage of the particle.
In both particle types, glass and polystyrene, the option of either using lower
intensities at longer pulse lengths or higher intensities with shorter pulse lengths provide
the advantage of promoting spatial confinement of any potential thermal buildup.
Furthermore, the concentration of the damaged particles within the focal region proves
the potential to localize the treated particles within the desired depth while areas above
and below the focal region remain unaffected.
In order to achieve more comprehensive data at the observed thresholds, though, a
more refined mechanism of determining the area of treatment within the agar samples
would be necessary. For the experiments conducted in this thesis, the treated areas that
were examined were limited to areas where visible bubbles were generated. Treated
regions that did not exhibit this bubble formation were therefore unable to be located and
examined for any potential particle disruption. A common method in following and
locating the area of treatment in various ultrasound-mediated therapies is the use of
imaging, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Although the complexity and costs
of such imaging techniques may not be appropriate for the current nature of the
experiments, future experiments involving treated tissues may find it beneficial to use
various forms of imaging. The imaging would not only be able to better locate the area of
treatment but it would also be able to possibly generate additional results and
observations, such as thermal buildup within the treated area.
The use of more diverse sizes of tested polystyrene beads would also generate a
more thorough analysis of the effects of ultrasound at the particle size threshold for a
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given frequency. Having only polystyrene beads in particle sizes of 10, 27, and 90 micron
proved to be a major handicap in determining the effects of ultrasound near the 30 micron
threshold that was observed with the glass beads. A more diverse set of microsphere
sizes would allow potential correlations to be drawn regarding ultrasound effects on glass
versus polystyrene beads.
In addition, evaluation of any preexisting microflaws would be another area of
potential investigation. Numerous assessments for the observed mechanical damage on
the surface of the treated particles were often correlated to the possible presence of
microcracks. As a result, it should be determined what proportion of the mechanical
damage exhibited by the particle is due solely to the mechanical impact of the transmitted
pressure waves and what proportion is due to the presence of microflaws within the
treated microspheres.
To further improve the experimental process, an absorbent base should be
incorporated into all future studies. A primary concern regarding the bubble formation
both at the base of the treated agar and within the focal region discussed earlier is the
potential effects of reflected ultrasound waves. Bubble formation at the base of the agar
could potentially generate reflection that could affect neighboring particles outside the
cone of focus. Bubbles generated within the focal region could cause reflection and
disrupt particles above the targeted depth. In both cases, the reflection of the ultrasound
waves would ultimately treat particles outside the area of interest. If this were the case in
the tattooed cells, this would cause serious concern of disrupting neighboring healthy
cells or aggravating and spreading thermal buildup to neighboring tissue. 14 As a result,
the use of an absorbent base would be beneficial. Furthermore, it would also be
informative to evaluate the percentage of particles indirectly affected by the transmitted
wave via reflection. This could be conducted by examining additional agar-particle
samples removed from the neighboring regions surrounding the area of treatment. The
use of the imaging would also provide a means to observe unintentionally treated areas in
future studies.
Due to the high frequency of surface damage to particles characteristic to
cavitation, it is also recommended that measuring of cavitation be incorporated into the
experimental and examination process. Cavitation is already a mechanism extensively
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used in the medical world. If cavitation proved to be an effective mechanism in
disrupting the particles, it would be possible to derive a method of utilizing both
mechanical and cavitation effects to generate the necessary particle disruption. By doing
so, treatments could potentially become more effective, and the level of the ultrasound
parameters, such as intensity, could be potentially downplayed. For example, previous
lithotripsy studies have used an initially high intensity to generate the necessary
mechanical damage on simulated kidney and gallstones and later lowered the intensity
and utilized cavitation to complete the stone fracturing process.
An additional means of improving the current sample examination method is by
using a microscope of higher magnification. Because of the three-dimensional shapes of
the broken particles, it was extremely difficult to distinguish the fragmented particles
from agar or asymmetrical air bubbles. This handicap was primarily due to the focusing
limitations of the microscope. Higher magnifications would allow for more thorough and
precise observations of affected particles. Alternative mechanisms to observe the treated
particles could also be exercised. For example, the technology of confocal microscopy
provides the major advantage of "out-of-focus rejection." Confocal microscopy normally
targets fluorescent-labeled specimen by using beams of light, such as lasers, and laterally
scanning the sample. The laser then illuminates a single point of the targeted specimen,
for example the shattered fluorescent polystyrene beads, with a focused beam so that
illumination anything above or below the plane of focus is eliminated. To further enhance
the focused image, any light reflected or emitted from the illuminated specimen is
blocked from the detector. 63
As future studies further evaluate the feasibility of ultrasound-mediated tattoo
removals, more concrete conclusions regarding ultrasound thresholds and safety concerns
can be generated. Future areas that should be investigated include measuring thermal
effects, exploring alternative mechanisms of particle disruption, development of cell
cultures, and, if available, the use of higher frequency ultrasound treatments that more
appropriately correspond with the size of the dermal cells that contain tattoo ink particles
(10 - 30 microns).
For future experiments using microspheres simulating particle-filled cells, the
analysis of thermal effects is important because temperature changes can often affect and
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alter the mechanical properties of materials. In general, though, thermal effects are a
consistent concern in almost all ultrasound-mediated therapies. As a result, thermal
effects often determine limitations or thresholds for the parameters of the applied
ultrasound. The buildup of excessively high temperatures within the treated medium can
cause serious damage, especially in biological tissues such as skin. This is one of the
primary drawbacks of the currently practiced laser treatments for tattoo removals. As a
result, using methods such as MR imaging, thermal buildup can be measured. Using
these results, appropriate ultrasound parameters can be developed to minimize any
potential thermal damage to the treated tattoo.
Alternative mechanisms for particle disruption should also be investigated in
order to not only better understand the nature of the particle interaction with the
ultrasound, but to also explore substitute methods that may allow for lower levels of the
ultrasound parameters. One possible method is the use of resonance frequency. If the
applied ultrasound can capture the resonant frequency of the treated particle and transmit
the waves with sufficient intensity, the affected particles will vibrate farther and faster.
The treated particles will continue to vibrate until reaching a threshold where the exerted
stress and strain disrupts the particle. In the case of particle-filled cells, the violent
vibrations would exert stress and strains on the cellular membrane until it would rupture
which would ultimately kill the cell. 62
Correlated with resonant frequencies is the effect called sympathetic forces. When
a vibrating object is place within the vicinity of another object with a similar resonant
frequency, the second object will naturally begin to vibrate as well. This is due to the
pressure waves generated by the first vibrating object.6 1 By utilizing this phenomenon, it
may be possible that the interactions between the treated microspheres can aggravate the
resultant mechanical damage imposed on them. Or, it may also be possible that certain
ultrasound parameters, such as pulse length, can be decreased if treating only a certain
percentage of microspheres is sufficient to eventually cause all the intended microspheres
to begin resonating based on the generation of sympathetic forces.
A final recommendation for future studies is growing and treating cultured cells
filled with ink particles. These treatments would provide an opportunity to test the
various mechanism and thresholds determined from previously simulated models.
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Furthermore, it would also provide the most accurate biological responses that could be
anticipated if ultrasound were to be treated on real tattooed skin. It should be noted,
though, that the current simulated models of these particle-filled cells are solid
microspheres of a given material, such as glass and polystyrene. Results such as "one
pulse shattering" or severe crack growth may not be effects that are necessary for cells
filled with ink particles. Instead, for tattooed cells, disruption of the membrane would be
sufficient in destroying the cells 62 and releasing the ink for macrophages to consume and
remove from the tattooed site. As a result, the intensity and pulse length used should be
within the spectrum to induce sufficient disruption to the cellular membrane. Depending
on the effective density and properties of the ink particle-filled cells, intensities or pulse
lengths that generate complete cleavage or shattering of the particles will most likely not
be necessary.
CONCLUSION
This thesis functioned as a pilot study examining the potential interactions of
ultrasound with micron sized particles. Specifically, glass and polystyrene microspheres
were used to crudely simulate the effective properties of cells containing tattoo particles.
The conducted experiments tested the variables of intensity, pulse length, and particle
size while limited by a frequency of 10MHz and maximum intensity of 25.6W/cm2 . The
results of both experiments included successful mechanical disruption of the tested glass
and polystyrene beads although the extent of the observed effects was primarily bound to
the treated particle size. Results showed that mechanical disruption to glass beads
exhibited a greater dependency on pulse length while polystyrene beads demonstrated a
greater sensitivity to intensity. The successful disruption of the treated microspheres
demonstrates ultrasound's ability to affect micron size particles in a primitive simulation
of cells filled with tattoo ink particles.
Future investigations are still necessary in order to better evaluate the thresholds
and safety concerns of ultrasound-mediated tattoo removals. The current hypothesized
mechanism for ultrasound tattoo removals involve particle-filled cell disruptions which
allow macrophages to consume and remove a percentage of the released ink but,
simultaneously, allows neighboring healthy fibroblasts to also consume the remaining
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percentage of the ink. Although this may seem like an inefficient means of removing a
tattoo, ultrasound-mediated tattoo removals still provides a "color-blind" advantage over
the current mechanism used in laser treatments, where ink particles are treated one color
at a time. As a result of this favorable characteristic of ultrasound, the overall number of
treatments required for a tattoo removal would, ideally, decrease which would then
ultimately decrease the total costs of removing a tattoo and minimize the potential for
inflicted pain and damage to the treated skin.
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